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Ploag
Ploag

Geometric sans

Humanist sans
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SERIF 
serif 



Serif
Slab Serif: QUESTA

Didone: Maiola
Modern: Lapture





Blackletter
Sabbath Black
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Two or less fonts 
per thing. 
Unless you want 
to communicate 

Idea #1

crazy feelings



Idea #2

Keep it in the Family 
Like Freight. Then everything will go together. Combine 
Freight serif with sans. Keep thinking about words like: 
contrast, hierarchy, and visual communication.

EVEN LITTLE TEXT IN SMALL CAPS, YET BOLD



Idea #3-A

Skip a weight. Go Bold. 

Then, skip medium and come down to book.  
Or normal. Or start with semi-bold and go  
down to light. You’ll look better with all this 
incredible, overwhelming contrast.



Idea #3-B

Skip a weight. Go Medium. 
Lapture. 

Then, skip book and come down to light. Or normal. Or start 

with semi-bold and go down to light. You’ll look better with 

all this incredible, overwhelming contrast. Frieght Sans Pro.



Idea #4

Empty space is 

                           not 
empty?



Idea #5

Just a thought, but what if you: 

COMBINE ONE BIG SANS 
With a sexy little serif. Or vice versa. One big, one small. 
Let them compliment each other, let them love each other. 
With a sexy sans. One big, one small. Let them 
compliment each other, let them love each other.



Idea #6

For long text:  

Leading = 1.6 x font size
(the golden ratio)



Idea #7

FOR LONG TEXT 

10ish words per line

Some words are longer than others, which is sad, if you 
think about the feelings of each word. So to say ten words 
per line, you could say 10-14 words, or even some people 
say 50-60 characters, but it takes a while to count that high. 
But no more than 75 characters.



Idea #8

Squint your eyes
Some words are longer than others, which is sad, if you 
think about the feelings of each word. So to say ten words 
per line, you could say 10-14 words,

Some words are longer than others, 
which is sad, if you think about the 
feelings of each word. So to say ten words 
per line, you could say 10-14 words, or 
even some people say 50-60 characters, 
but it takes a while to count that high. 
But no more than 75 characters.

Some words are longer 
than others, which is 
sad, if you think about 
the feelings of each 
word. So to say ten 
words per line, you 
could say 10-14.



Mad Max

I LIVE 
I DIE 

I LIVE AGAIN.
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Ok, what’s going on?

What does it feel like?

What does this feel like?



Eduardo Recife, where are you?

Misprinted type brushes
misprintedtype.com

+

Piece of the roof

Atmosphere

Grunge texture

http://misprintedtype.com




Now, where were we?

Oh, Typekit.

http://www.apple.com


Now, where were we?

Colorado designers’ 
pics for you.

sosmedia.com/class-bdw/typekit

http://sosmedia.com/class-bdw/typekit


Thanks!


